Modeling species-specific bird strike risk for U.S. military aircraft
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Abstract. Over 3500 bird strikes with U.S. military aircraft (USAF and USN) are reported annually with significant negative impacts on operational costs, human safety and mission readiness. USDA Wildlife Services and airbase personnel invest significant time and resources attempting to reduce bird strikes with military aircraft. The USAF Bird Avoidance Model (BAM) helps pilots and flight managers predict the relative strike risk by time period using environmental variables generalized across species, but the strike risk associated with individual bird species on an airbase is not well understood. We are developing a model intended to provide a clearly defined measure of the probability of a damaging strike occurring with a specific species allowing airbase safety officers to better prioritize resources, make appropriate management decisions and justify management actions necessary to reduce bird strike risk. A recent study developed a species-specific, economic risk model for civil aircraft by combining a species-specific metric of strike frequency with relative degree of damage associated with a strike of that species (relative hazard score). Although relative hazard scores for commonly-struck species have been developed for military aircraft, the relationship between hazard and species-specific strike frequencies must be discerned to develop an initial risk model. We provide an update on the development of a species-specific risk model for military aircraft and the role of airbase personnel in collecting data necessary to support on-going modeling efforts.